SLOPE INSTABILITIES IN A HUMAN MODIFIED ENVIRONMENT:
THE CASE STUDY OF CINQUE TERRE UNESCO AREA (ITALY)
INTRODUCTION
After the positive experience of 2017 in the area of Monte Bianco (Aosta Valley region, Italy), and in 2018 in
the Ossola Valley (Piemonte region, Italy), the 2019 third summer school on Natural Hazards and Engineering
Geology Applications moves its location in one of the most beautiful areas of Italy: Cinque Terre.
The Cinque Terre (located in Liguria region) are one of the most famous UNESCO Italian sites due to their
particular landscape that makes this area a site of great scenic and cultural value. The layout and disposition
of typical hamlets and the human shaping of the surrounding terrain, overcoming the disadvantages of a
steep, uneven terrain, encapsulate the continuous history of human settlement in this region over the past
millennium (UNESCO https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/826).
The geomorphological setting of Cinque Terre, with steep terraced slopes limited by the sea creates a
particular condition for the activation of several slope instabilities in particular during flash floods, which
have struck this area very frequently in last decades. From the geological point of view, this area is extremely
interesting because its representatives among other the coastal Mediterranean areas where effects of slope
processing, climate changes and infrastructures and human modification create a critical connubial.
One of the most recent and important flood events occurred in 2011, and was deeply analyzed to define the
relationship between the presence of terraces, their level of maintenance, and the activation of shallow
landslides. Shallow landslides are not the only slope instabilities that affect this area, as rock falls and
rockslides are present and common as well. The critical and interesting aspect of this site is not only the
presence of slope instabilities, but also the relationship between these processes and terraces, which are, at
the same time, a precious element of the past but could also become a danger now and in the next future.
The popularity of the UNESCO site is another important aspect: several trails of Cinque Terre are the most
visited of Italy, with thousands of tourists that come to this beautiful environment during Spring and Summer
time. A correct administration of this human pressure and an effective management of geo-hydrological
risks represents a great challenge and an interesting example for other UNESCO sites.
The primary objective of this school is to provide a detailed overview of Cinque Terre and the particular
relationship between gravitational processes and a man-modified environment. Starting from a sequence
of selected case studies, the school will also make a more detailed analysis of rainfall thresholds, rock slope
characterization and stability evaluation.

ORGANIZING COMMETTEE: Dott. Daniele Giordan, Dott. Francesco Zucca, Prof. Marco Firpo, Eng. Patrizio
Scarpellini; Prof. Domenico Calcaterra
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SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM
June 18, 2019
9 – 9.30 Eng. P. Scarpellini, Dr. D. Giordan, Prof. D. Calcaterra: Introduction
9.30 – 11 Prof. A. Cevasco: Geological and geomorphological settings of Cinque Terre area
11 – 12 Prof. M. Merker: Soils characterization and continuous monitoring of hydro-erosive dynamics: the
Cinque Terre Case
14 – 15 Dr. S. Peruccacci: Empirical rainfall thresholds for the possible initiation of landslides
15 – 16 Dr. D. Giordan: High-resolution LiDAR for the identification and study of shallow landslides in
terraced areas
16 – 17 Dr. F. Zucca: Remote sensing applications for landslides detection and monitoring
June 19, 2019
Field trip – Dr. E. Raso: Visit of Sentiero Azzurro trail
June 20, 2019
9 – 10.30 V. Marinos: Rock slopes characterization
10.30 – 12 H. Saroglou: Rock slope instability identification and rockfall modelling
12 – 13 G. Crosta: Large rockslides in coastal areas
14 – 15 P. Frattini: Multi-risk assessment in rock fall prone areas
15 – 17,30 D. Peila: Rock fall protection structures
June 21, 2019
Optional Field trip – E. Raso: Sentiero dell’Amore field trip. Rock slope stabilization examples

APPLICATION
The Summer School is dedicated to PhD and master students in Earth Science and Engineering Geology.
Participation and part of the accommodation is free of charges.
Travel expenses are not included.
Deadline for application: May 15, 2019
LOCATION
Cinque Terre National Park headquarter
Manarola Railway station
Riomaggiore (IM), Italy

For more information: niccolo.dematteis@irpi.cnr.it
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